Basic Instructions:
Simply make the statement that you are in the Heart Space, take a
breath, and it is so.
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Make the statement that you are clean and clear. Clean and clear
throughout all time, space, dimensions, and realities. As well as
clean and clear of any programs and beliefs which hold you
anchored into any particular view of reality that is no longer for
your highest and greatest good.
Then all is a void. All that you are, along with the Universe, put
everything back together again.
As you do any of the work, don’t try to bring about things to be in a
certain way. Nor try to anchor anything in, or to fill in spaces, or
whatever. Just trust and leave it up to your Higher Soul Self. The
guides stress over and over to not limit anything by trying to put it
into a box. Simply step out of the way and allow. Your Soul knows
your intentions, and has a higher perspective of your highest good.
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Inside this booklet you will find detailed instructions to
using this powerful, multidimensional-tool which clears
timelines and realities that no longer serve you. It will
take you into the Heart with a breath and an intention,
which is where all of our journey work begins.
There is also a video-tutorial freely available on
YouTube titled “Golden Light Wand Attunement”

Innately, the Rod (either the Golden Light or the mini Light Rods)
emit the Balance and Harmony frequency, but it is when you and
your Soul use it together that the Golden Light Rod is activated.
Whatever you do with the Wand, you can look at it throughout time
and space, and see it is as if you are doing the work at that very
moment, as this tool truly transcends all time, space, and realities!!
Simple instructions for environmental clearing, Soul to Soul
and distance-work, and using the wand to run energy,
are all found within this instruction booklet.

The Golden Light Wand

Environmental- Go to where you want to clear with intentions of
doing so. This does not have to be in the physical, you can simply
imagine being there. Balls of white Light come out the end of the rod,
swirling and covering the whole area. A sphere of Golden White
Light encompasses the workspace, including the earth below, no
matter if doing it by distance or in person.
For an instant, there is a void, as everything is sucked up and then
explodes out in white Light. All that is left is a feeling of Grace and
Ease to the environment. The area is left clean and clear and in a
high vibrational state. This bubble extends throughout time,
dimensions, and realities, causing a residual effect of the work
completed.
The Golden Light Wand, with intention, can be used to clear or
reroute non-beneficial energy Lines. The white Light explodes out
and shoots down the grid lines, clearing them. You can even clear
non-beneficial portal/vortexes with your intention and the Wand.

To use the wand: Hold with intention of entering the Heart Space. You
may be able to feel it, as the heart expands. Trust it is so, as it is.
When doing the work, all time, space, and dimensions are aligned for
the work to be complete. The Golden-White Light cleans and clears.
Your field is completely cleaned and cleared as your entire Being raises
in vibration. Lower vibrational programs, and beliefs are cleared in the
process. With intention, implants, entities, cords, and all other nonbeneficial attachments are completely gone.
Brings you to a clean slate, completely clean and cleared. Programs,
Beliefs, and even Karma, is completely cleared in a moment.
What’s brought back in, is between you and the Universe and You.

Working with other people: Again, begin by being in the Heart
Space, being clean and clear, grounded and connected. The wand
creates sacred space, in the form of an energy bubble around you.
As your soul holds the etheric rod, you invite who you wish into your
circle, and offer them the rod. Those who’s Souls are on board to
have the clearing work done will accept it. If it is not part of the Soul’s
path, the clearing won’t affect them. The Soul will know, so just trust
the outcome.

An ancient tool comes into this reality as the fog lifts. It’s a golden rod
about 18 inches tall, its fuzzy rainbow-color energy vibrates along with a
humming sound. The sound coming from the rod is used for healing,
clearing, and everything. The color and sound work together as part of
what this tool is.
The golden-light rod exists on a higher dimensional plane and anchors
into the physical through the Golden Light Wand. As the Higher Soul
Self steps in to hold the rod, the work we do directly affects the Soul’s
aspects throughout time, space, and dimensions.

A physical energy tool: Use as a wand, with intent, to focus
energy, raising everything in frequency and vibration, resulting in
cleaning, clearing, and healing. I see it as sending out these cottony
poofs of energy that look like expandable foam, covering everything.

Truth and Harmony- When using these tools, the energy field in that
reality is changed, and everything comes back into Truth and Harmony.

When a person holds the wand, they are engulfed in a Golden-White
Light. Clearing takes place with the person and vibrations are raised all
around them. This brings through more than just personal and
environmental clearing and healing, rather situations and realities are
also cleared and healed in the process.

